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Abstract

Over recent decades, the Southern Ocean (SO) has experienced multi-decadal surface cooling despite global warming. Earlier

studies have proposed that recent SO cooling has been caused by the strengthening of surface westerlies associated with a

positive trend of the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) forced by ozone depletion. Here we revisit this hypothesis by examining

the relationships between the SAM, zonal winds and SO sea-surface temperature (SST). Using a low-frequency component

analysis, we show that while positive SAM anomalies can induce SST cooling as previously found, this seasonal-to-interannual

modulation makes only a small contribution to the observed long-term SO cooling. Global climate models well capture the

observed interannual SAM-SST relationship, and yet generally fail to simulate the observed multi-decadal SO cooling. The

forced SAM trend in recent decades is thus unlikely the main cause of the observed SO cooling, pointing to a limited role of

the Antarctic ozone hole.
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Abstract16

Over recent decades, the Southern Ocean (SO) has experienced multi-decadal surface17

cooling despite global warming. Earlier studies have proposed that recent SO cooling has18

been caused by the strengthening of surface westerlies associated with a positive trend19

of the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) forced by ozone depletion. Here we revisit this20

hypothesis by examining the relationships between the SAM, zonal winds and SO sea-21

surface temperature (SST). Using a low-frequency component analysis, we show that while22

positive SAM anomalies can induce SST cooling as previously found, this seasonal-to-23

interannual modulation makes only a small contribution to the observed long-term SO24

cooling. Global climate models well capture the observed interannual SAM-SST relation-25

ship, and yet generally fail to simulate the observed multi-decadal SO cooling. The forced26

SAM trend in recent decades is thus unlikely the main cause of the observed SO cool-27

ing, pointing to a limited role of the Antarctic ozone hole.28

Plain Language Summary29

Under increased greenhouse gases, the Southern Ocean sea-surface temperatures30

have cooled over the recent several decades. The cause of Southern Ocean cooling re-31

mains a puzzling feature of recent climate change. Earlier studies have proposed that32

this multi-decadal cooling in the Southern Ocean has arisen in part from the strength-33

ening of surface winds associated with a positive trend in a mode of climate variability34

know as the Southern Annular Mode (SAM). Here we employ a new statistical method35

to examine this proposed relationship in both observations and climate models. We found36

that SAM variability only changes Southern Ocean surface temperature on short-term37

timescales and makes little contribution to observed long-term trends. Our results thus38

suggest the SAM trend, via the strengthening of circumpolar westerlies, is unlikely the39

main cause of the observed long-term Southern Ocean cooling.40

1 Introduction41

Unlike the Arctic, the Southern Ocean has experienced substantial cooling in re-42

cent decades, following an earlier warming period from the 1950s to 1980s (Fig. 1a). This43

multi-decadal surface cooling over the Southern Ocean has been accompanied by anoma-44

lous surface freshening, sub-surface warming, and an expansion of sea ice around Antarc-45

tica (Fan et al., 2014; De Lavergne et al., 2014; Armour et al., 2016; Parkinson, 2019;46

Roach et al., 2020), all of which remain puzzling features of the observed climate change47

in the Southern Hemisphere. Apart from its local impacts, Southern Ocean surface cool-48

ing has been found to have remote effects on the pattern of tropical surface warming (Hwang49

et al., 2017; Dong, Armour, et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2022), tropical atmospheric circu-50

lation (Kang et al., 2020, 2023), and estimates of the global warming rate and climate51

sensitivity (Dong, Pauling, et al., 2022).52

Despite its broad impacts on both the local and global climate, the observed South-53

ern Ocean SST trend remains poorly simulated by global climate models (GCMs) (Fig.54

1c). GCM initial-condition large ensembles (Deser et al., 2020) generally produce too55

strong SO surface warming over recent decades (Wills et al., 2022), along with too weak56

surface freshening and positive trends in Antarctic sea-ice extent (Roach et al., 2020).57

These model deficiencies over the historical period thus call into question the reliabil-58

ity of model projections of future Antarctic climate change.59

Several hypotheses have been put forward to explain the observed multi-decadal60

SO cooling, including SO natural variability driven by ocean convection (Polvani & Smith,61

2013; Latif et al., 2013; Cabré et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019), freshwater input from Antarc-62

tic ice-sheet melt (Rye et al., 2020; Pauling et al., 2016; Bintanja et al., 2013; Purich et63

al., 2018; Purich & England, 2023) or from increased equatorward sea-ice melt (Haumann64
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et al., 2020). These hypotheses, however, are mostly built on modeling evidence, and are65

thus potentially subject to model biases. An alternative hypothesis is that the observed66

SO cooling trends may be driven by trends in surface westerlies via the Southern An-67

nular Mode (SAM) through northward Ekman transport (Hall & Visbeck, 2002; Lefeb-68

vre et al., 2004; Gupta & England, 2006; Ferreira et al., 2015). It has been robustly ob-69

served that the surface westerlies have strengthened and shifted poleward, associated with70

the positive trend in the austral-summer (DJF) SAM over the second half of the 20th71

century (Thompson & Solomon, 2002; G. J. Marshall, 2003) (also Fig. 1b). This trend72

in SAM has been in large part attributed to stratospheric ozone depletion (Polvani et73

al., 2011; Previdi & Polvani, 2014; Banerjee et al., 2020). The observed SAM trend is74

generally well captured in GCM simulations (Fig. 1d) (Waugh et al., 2020).75

To link SST variability to SAM variability, Doddridge and Marshall (2017) carried76

out an observational study and reported a robust interannual relationship between the77

SAM and SO SST. Their results show that positive SAM anomalies in the austral sum-78

mer lead to anomalous cold SST persisting to the following autumn, suggesting a pos-79

sible contribution of ozone depletion to SO cooling. On the modeling side, the SAM-SST80

connection on multi-decadal time scales was supported by idealized model simulations81

with abrupt SAM or ozone forcing (e.g., Ferreira et al., 2015; Kostov et al., 2018; Seviour82

et al., 2016). Early “step-like” forcing experiments showed a two-time-scale feature of83

the SO SST response to wind/SAM anomalies – a fast time-scale SST cooling response84

driven by the northward Ekman transport of surface waters and a slow time-scale SST85

warming response driven by the upwelling of warmer waters from below. Although a com-86

prehensive study of such idealized experiments showed a very weak relationship between87

SAM and SST cooling on decadal time scales (Seviour et al., 2019), the appeal of a sim-88

ple physical mechanism, the observed interannual modulation of SO SST by the SAM89

– and thus the Antarctic ozone hole – remains popular as a potential explanation of the90

multi-decadal cooling trends in the SO (Hartmann, 2022).91

On the other hand, the causal relationship between SO SST trends and SAM/wind92

trends is at odds with several studies which have suggested that stratospheric ozone de-93

pletion causes surface warming, not cooling, on multi-decadal time scale. Unlike the ide-94

alized abrupt-forcing simulations that show a “fast” SO cooling response, GCM simu-95

lations with realistic transient or time-averaged ozone forcing robustly simulate a SO warm-96

ing response along with Antarctic sea-ice melting (Sigmond & Fyfe, 2014; Bitz & Polvani,97

2012; Smith et al., 2012; Landrum et al., 2017). Additionally, a recent study by Polvani98

et al. (2021) re-examined the relationship between the SAM and Antarctic sea-ice ex-99

tent (SIE) in observations and GCMs. They found that the interannual SAM modula-100

tion of Antarctic SIE only explains a small fraction of the year-to-year SIE variability,101

and thus does not account for multi-decadal SIE trends. These studies collectively sug-102

gest that SAM variability, associated with the ozone hole, is unlikely to be the main driver103

of the observed long-term trends in SO SST and Antarctic SIE, contradicting the con-104

clusion of the idealized modeling studies.105

Motivated by these discrepancies in previous findings, we aim to address two ques-106

tions in this study: (i) Can GCMs simulate the observed interannual relationship between107

the SAM and SO SST? (ii) To what extent does the interannual SAM modulation of SO108

SST contribute to the multi-decadal cooling trends in observations?109

2 Interannual SAM modulation of Southern Ocean SST110

In this section, we first repeat the analysis in Doddridge and Marshall (2017) (here-111

after “DM2017”) and Polvani et al. (2021) to re-examine the interannual SAM-SST re-112

lationship in both observations and GCMs. By comparing the results between observa-113

tions and models, we assess whether model biases in long-term SO SST trends stem in114

part from model biases in the short-term SAM-SST modulation.115
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Figure 1. Observed and modeled Southern Ocean SST and SAM. (a – b) the observed

annual-mean Southern Ocean SST and the DJF SAM index over 1950–2022. Black thicker lines

denote 10-year running means. (c-d) the Southern Ocean SST trends and the SAM trend over

1979–2022 in observations (black line) and model large-ensembles. Circles denote each individual

ensemble member; diamonds denote ensemble mean.
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2.1 Data116

For observations, we use SST from the NOAA Extended Reconstruction Sea Sur-117

face Temperature version 5 (ERSSTv5) dataset (Huang et al., 2017) and sea-level pres-118

sure (SLP) from the ERA5 Reanalysis dataset (Hersbach et al., 2020), both over the pe-119

riod of 1950–2022. For models, we use SST and SLP from 10 CMIP5 and CMIP6 mod-120

els, including 5 models participated in multi-model large-ensemble project (Deser et al.,121

2020) and 5 CMIP6 models that have large ensembles (>10 members) of historical and122

SSP simulations. The main difference between the CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensembles is that123

the historical simulations extend to 2005 for CMIP5 but to 2014 for CMIP6. Thus, for124

the period up until 2022, we use RCP8.5 scenario for CMIP5 models and SSP245 or SSP370125

scenario for CMIP6 models (see Table S1). Because forcing scenarios share similar tra-126

jectories early on in the 21st century, we expect this to cause little variation across model127

ensembles (Lehner et al., 2020).128

We compute the SO SST index as the spatial average of the SST over 50◦S – 70◦S129

following DM2017. The DJF seasonal-mean SAM index is computed as the difference130

between zonal-mean SLP at 45◦S and 60◦S, normalized by the 1971-2000 average, fol-131

lowing G. J. Marshall (2003). We focus on DJF SAM because the recent SAM trend is132

only significant in DJF (Swart & Fyfe, 2012; Waugh et al., 2020) and has been robustly133

attributed to stratospheric ozone depletion (Polvani et al., 2011; Banerjee et al., 2020).134

For both observations and GCM outputs, we remove the linear trend in DJF SAM and135

monthly SO SST timeseries over the entire period 1950–2022, before we perform the re-136

gression analysis.137

2.2 Results138

We begin with SO SST regressions against DJF SAM in observations, to examine139

whether DJF SAM anomalies are followed by anomalous SO SST. That is, we regress140

the timeseries of the DJF SAM index onto SO SST in every calendar month, ranging from141

the same year’s December to next year’s November. Fig. 2 clearly shows that positive142

DJF SAM anomalies lead to SO SST cooling, which peaks in the same season (DJF) and143

gradually weakens in the following two seasons before eventually vanishing at the end144

of the year. This independently confirms the findings of DM2017, who showed that the145

SAM impact on SO SST (derived from a shorter time period of 1981–2017 in that study)146

is highly seasonal and does not persist over a year. Furthermore, our analysis reveals that147

the annually-averaged SST anomaly following a unit of positive SAM is only -0.05 K (Fig.148

2a) and the portion of SST variance explained (r2) is merely 0.2 (Fig. 2b). Therefore,149

while positive SAM can indeed lead to SO SST cooling, we emphasize that this mod-150

ulation occurs only on a seasonal timescale and can barely sustain at interannual or longer151

timescales. A similar result was reported by Polvani et al. (2021) for the DJF SAM mod-152

ulation of Antarctic SIE.153

Next, we repeat this regression analysis with model large ensembles. Perhaps sur-154

prisingly, models well reproduce the observed relationship between the DJF SAM and155

monthly SO SST (Fig. 2a, b grey lines), despite failing to simulate multi-decadal SO cool-156

ing (Fig. 1c). In fact, the multi-model mean regression even overestimates the maximum157

DJF SO SST cooling response and accounts for a higher SO SST variance (higher r2)(also158

see Fig. S1 and S2 for individual models).159

To further investigate how the SAM modulation of SO SST impacts model-simulated160

long-term SST trends, we separate all model ensemble members (365 in total) into two161

groups: one consisting of all the members that simulate a negative trend of SO SST over162

1979–2022 (35 members, blue lines in Fig. 2) and the other consisting of the rest of mem-163

bers (330 members, orange lines in Fig. 2). Although the ensemble members that can164

simulate the long-term SO cooling all produce a stronger SST cooling response to SAM,165

the members that fail to simulate the long-term cooling are also able to capture or even166
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Figure 2. Regressions of monthly Southern Ocean SST (starting from DJF) onto same year’s

DJF SAM. (a-c) regression coefficient; (b-d) r2 values of the regressions. Observations are shown

in black, multi-model multi-ensemble means in grey, the ensemble members that simulate a nega-

tive SO SST trend over 1979–2022 (“cooling members”) in blue, and the members that simulate

a positive SO SST trend (“warming members”) in in orange. All shadings denote one standard

deviation across ensemble members.

overestimate the observed SST response to SAM. These results suggest that correctly167

simulating the seasonal-to-interannual SAM modulation of SO SST does not guarantee168

the model’s performance on multi-decadal SO SST trends, implying that short-term and169

long-term SST variability may be caused by different processes in models.170

3 Low-frequency variability in the Southern Ocean171

In the previous section, we have shown that in both observations and models the172

SO SST cooling response to positive SAM anomalies only occurs in the same and fol-173

lowing seasons. This raises a key question: Given the observed long-term SAM trend,174

to what extent does the short-term SAM-SST relationship contribute to the observed175

long-term SO cooling?176

In the case of Antarctic SIE, Polvani et al. (2021) addressed this question by com-177

paring the actual SIE trend in observation with the estimate based on the SAM-SIE re-178

gression. They found that the long-term SAM-regressed SIE trend is much smaller than179

the actual SIE trend, suggesting that the SAM is not the major driver of the observed180

long-term SIE trend. We performed the same analysis for the SO SST and found a sim-181

ilar result: the SAM-regressed annual-mean SO SST trend (1979–2022) is only 40% of182

the actual SO SST trend. However, such an analysis using the zonal-mean SAM index183

may overlook the spatial heterogeneity in the variability of winds and SST, and the re-184

constructed SST trend may also be sensitive to the time period selected (an issue reported185

by Polvani et al. 2021). Therefore, in this section, we revisit this question by employ-186

ing a novel statistical method called low-frequency component analysis (LFCA; Wills et187

–6–
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al., 2018), to identify modes of low-frequency variability in observed zonal winds and the188

SST changes associated with them.189

3.1 LFCA method190

LFCA (Wills et al., 2018) is a relatively new statistical technique – similar to the191

conventional principal component analysis – to compute a linear combination of empir-192

ical orthogonal functions (EOFs). LFCA maximizes the ratio of low-pass filtered vari-193

ance to total variance, such that it isolates leading modes of low-frequency variability194

and extracts physically-based modes in spatial-temporal signals in climate fields. It has195

been applied to examine a wide range of climate quantities, including variability in global196

SST anomalies (Wills et al., 2022), Atlantic ocean heat transport (Oldenburg et al., 2021),197

and Arctic and Antarctic sea-ice concentration (Dörr et al., 2023; Bonan et al., 2023).198

There are several advantages of using LFCA to investigate the relationship between199

long-term SAM and SST. First, it helps separate low-frequency (decadal to multi-decadal)200

and high-frequency (interannual) variability in SAM, allowing us to isolate the long-term201

contribution of SAM to SST trends. Second, instead of directly using the simpler zonal-202

mean SAM timeseries, we apply LFCA to the observed zonal winds at 850 hPa at each203

latitude and longitude and find the timeseries associated with the leading mode of wind204

variability. This gives us a more complete understanding of the relationship between winds205

and SST as it accounts for spatial variability of winds and SST. This is important be-206

cause several recent studies have pointed out the non-zonal feature of the observed SAM-207

associated wind changes (Waugh et al., 2020) and its zonally asymmetric impacts on SO208

and remote SSTs (Dong, Armour, et al., 2022).209

Our analysis uses the observed zonal winds at 850 hPa (U850) from the ERA5 Re-210

analysis dataset (Hersbach et al., 2020). As with the SAM index analyzed in section 2,211

we consider DJF U850 over 1950–2022. We apply LFCA to the observed U850 only over212

40◦S – 80◦S, to avoid variability associated with tropical winds. Our LFCA uses a 15-213

year cutoff low-pass filter to isolate low-frequency variability, and we retain the 5 lead-214

ing EOFs, which account for 77% of the total U850 variability (we find that increasing215

the number of EOFs does not lead to substantially more variance explained). The LFCA216

results remain the same regardless we choose a low-pass filter of 10 year, 15 year or 20217

year (compare Fig. S3 to Fig. 3).218

3.2 LFCA results219

First, let us consider the leading anomaly patterns (i.e., low-frequency patterns,220

LFPs) and their associated timeseries (i.e., low-frequency components, LFCs) obtained221

by applying LFCA to the observed DJF U850 over the Southern Ocean. The first 5 LFPs222

and LFCs are shown in Fig. 3, in the left and right columns, respectively.223

The leading mode (LFP1) features a SAM-like annular pattern of wind strength-224

ening that has increased monotonically from 1970s to 2000s (see LFC1). This is well in225

line with the SAM trend caused by ozone depletion (Banerjee et al., 2020). This mode226

accounts for 58.3% of the low-frequency variance and has the highest signal-to-noise ra-227

tio of 0.4. The next four modes exhibit mostly non-zonal patterns (LFP2-5), where wind228

anomalies are confined to specific ocean sectors. The LFCs associated with LFP2 and229

LFP3 have some decadal-to-multi-decadal variability, while the LFCs associated with230

LFP4 and LFP5 are dominated by interannual variability, consistent with their low signal-231

to-noise ratio.232

Next, we examine the U850 trend pattern (1979–2022) associated with each mode233

by projecting each LFC onto the corresponding LFP of U850 at each grid point over the234

SO. Fig. S4 confirms that the total reconstruction based on the five LFPs (Fig. S4b) well235

reproduces the observed U850 trend pattern (Fig. S4a), which is characterized by a strength-236
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ening of the westerlies at high latitudes in the Southern Ocean. Furthermore, the total237

reconstructed trend pattern remains the same using either the leading five or three LFPs,238

suggesting that LFP 1-3 are the major contributor to the total U850 trends over recent239

decades.240

3.3 Long-term relationship between SO SST and winds241

Having established that the leading modes obtained by LFCA well reproduce the242

observed U850 trend pattern, we next investigate the long-term relationship between U850243

and SO SST by examining how each LFP and LFC influences SST across timescales.244

First, we regress the observed DJF SST over the entire period (1950–2022) at each245

grid box onto the LFC timeseries associated with the three leading wind LFPs, respec-246

tively (Fig. 4 a-c). We focus on DJF SST as our earlier results suggest it is the season247

when the SAM, through surface winds, has the strongest impact on SST. Consistent with248

the SAM-SST regression result (Fig. 2), the wind LFC-SST regression also shows broad249

SST cooling anomalies around Antarctica associated with positive LFC anomalies. How-250

ever, it is interesting that the patterns of SST cooling response do not quite match the251

wind anomaly patterns (compare Fig. 3 and Fig. 4): All three wind LFPs feature pos-252

itive wind anomalies throughout the Southern Ocean (LFP1 even has stronger wind anoma-253

lies in the Atlantic basin than in the Pacific basin), yet their SST cooling responses are254

most significant in the Pacific basin. This mismatch in spatial patterns may give us a255

first hint that the proposed mechanism linking surface winds to SO SST through Ekman256

heat transport may not sufficiently explain the spatial patterns of wind-SST relation-257

ship.258

Second, we estimate the long-term SST trends over the period 1979–2022 based on259

the above linear regression. Specifically, we multiply the regression between each LFC260

and SST at each grid box with the corresponding LFC, and then take the linear trend261

of the reconstructed SST timeseries at each grid box (Fig. 4). Although the LFC-based262

SST trends also occur in the Pacific basin – consistent with observations – one imme-263

diately sees that the magnitudes of wind-driven SST trends are much weaker than that264

observed (cf. Fig. 4 middle row vs. Fig. 4g). Taking a spatial average over the Pacific265

sector of the Southern Ocean where the observed SST cooling is strongest (150◦E – 60◦W,266

50◦S – 70◦S), we obtain an SST trend of -0.98 ◦C/decade from the observation, and SST267

trends of -0.25, -0.14 and -0.02 ◦C/decade from LFC1-3 regressions respectively, which268

altogether account for less than half of the actual SST trend (Fig. 4i). To further illus-269

trate the inability of winds to account for the time-evolution of SO SST, we plot the time-270

series of DJF SO SST anomalies (relative to their climatology) for the observation and271

for the estimates using LFC1-3 regressions (Fig. 4h). Although each of the LFCs con-272

tributes to some SST variability, none of them can produce a multi-decadal SO SST vari-273

ability as strong as the observed timeseries. Even the sum of all three LFC-regression-274

based SO SST timeseries fails to explain the much larger multi-decadal trends in the ob-275

served SO SST.276

Furthermore, our SST trend estimates so far have been focused on DJF, in the same277

season with wind anomalies, so as to capture the strongest wind impacts on SST. We278

also repeated the analysis for annual-mean (instead of DJF only) SST (Fig. S5). The279

annual-mean SST anomalies following a unit of DJF wind LFC changes are even weaker,280

leading to almost negligible wind-driven annual-mean SST trends over recent decades,281

i.e., -0.16 ◦C/decade over 1979–2022 from all three leading-mode regressions, compared282

to -0.9 ◦C/decade of the actual SST trend (Fig. S5j).283

Thus, by projecting SO SST onto the leading modes of observed wind variability,284

we find that although positive DJF wind anomalies can cause some SST cooling in the285

same season, this modulation does not survive more than a few months, and the result-286

ing wind-driven SST cooling is too weak to explain the large multi-decadal trend in the287

–8–
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Figure 3. Low-frequency patterns (LFP; right column; unit: m/s) and their associated com-

ponents (LFC; left column; unit: standard deviation) for the observed DJF U850 wind anomalies.

Values in parentheses in the LFC panels denote the low-frequency variance explained by each

mode. R values denote the ratio of low-frequency variance explained to the total variance, repre-

senting the signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 4. (a-c) DJF SST regression map onto LFC1-3 respectively (unit: ◦C/std). Stippling

indicates where linear regression is statistially significant at 95% level. (d-g) DJF SST trend

patterns over 1979–2022 (◦C/decade) estimated from regressions with LFC 1-3 respectively and

ERSSTv5. (i) Timeseries of SO SST anomalies relative to their climatology and (j) SST trends

averaged over the Pacific sector over 1979–2022, from the observation (grey), the regressions with

LFC1-3 respectively (colored), and all three leading LFCs (black).

observed Southern Ocean SST (Fig. 4). Hence, the recent wind strengthening over the288

Southern Ocean is unlikely the key driver of the long-term Southern Ocean cooling.289

4 Summary and Discussion290

In this study, we have re-examined a previously proposed idea that positive SAM291

anomalies in DJF, associated with a strengthening of the circumpolar westerlies, may292

in part explain the observed Southern Ocean cooling (J. Marshall et al., 2014; Ferreira293

et al., 2015; Doddridge & Marshall, 2017; Kostov et al., 2018; Hartmann, 2022). Using294

GCM large-ensembles, we have found that models are able to capture the observed seasonal-295

to-interannual modulation of SO SST by the SAM, regardless of whether they are able296

–10–
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to simulate the long-term SO cooling. Focusing on observations, we have shown that al-297

though positive SAM anomalies and positive zonal wind anomalies in DJF can lead to298

some SST cooling anomalies in the same season, this mechanism only operates for a few299

months and does not persist from year to year. These results suggest that the SAM mod-300

ulation of SO SST, via the strengthening of SO westerlies, is too weak to explain the ob-301

served multi-decadal Southern Ocean cooling.302

One novel aspect of our study is that we used a low-frequency component analy-303

sis to isolate trends in SO zonal winds, rather than focusing on trends in the SAM. While304

the SAM index has been widely used as a metric to quantify zonal wind changes in the305

Southern Hemisphere, it only represents zonal-mean features and includes a wide range306

of variabilities from interannual to decadal timescales. Applying LFCA to the observed307

wind anomalies has allowed us to (1) obtain the timeseries (LFCs) of the leading modes308

of wind variability while retaining the spatial pattern of the wind anomalies, and (2) dis-309

entangle low-frequency from high-frequency variability.310

It could be argued that the weak connection between long-term SAM and SST trends311

can be immediately deduced from the SAM and SST timeseries alone. A simple visual312

inspection of their smoothed timeseries (thick curves in Fig. 1a and b, respectively) suf-313

fices to note that the kinks in those curves do not match. The SST cooling starts after314

1980 and persists past 2010, whereas the positive SAM trend starts well before 1970 and315

stops after 2000, as a consequence of the Montreal Protocol (Banerjee et al., 2020). Build-316

ing on this, our new analysis, accounting for spatial-temporal variability, adds additional317

evidence corroborating the inability of the SAM and surface westerlies to explain the re-318

cent multi-decadal SO cooling.319

Understanding the causes of the observed Southern Ocean cooling and biases in320

climate models remains a major challenge. By showing that the SAM-driven SST cool-321

ing is too weak to explain the long-term SO SST trends, our results point to a possibly322

limited role of stratospheric ozone depletion. This finding is also consistent with recent323

modeling evidence that nudging tropospheric wind anomalies around Antarctica towards324

observations in a GCM (CESM1) does not produce significant SO SST cooling over re-325

cent four decades (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2021; Dong, Armour, et al., 2022).326

Thus, the impact of the Antarctic ozone hole on long-term SO SST via the SAM appears327

to be less robust than previously proposed. Even so, there is evidence that the ozone hole328

has caused remote climate impacts on lower latitudes, notably on subtropical precipi-329

tation (Kang et al., 2011; Gonzalez et al., 2014; Wu & Polvani, 2017). The Antarctic ozone330

hole, therefore, may have impacted SST in remote regions (e.g., the tropical Pacific), and331

those impacts could then have been communicated back to the Southern Ocean SST via332

atmospheric teleconnections (Ding et al., 2011; Meehl et al., 2016; Chung et al., 2022;333

Dong, Armour, et al., 2022). Such complex two-way teleconnections, however, remain334

largely unexplored.335

Beyond potential remote impacts from the tropics, other local contributors to the336

recent SO cooling remain plausible, including freshwater input from Antarctic ice-sheet337

melt or more equatorward sea-ice melt (Purich et al., 2018; Bintanja et al., 2013; Rye338

et al., 2020; Dong, Pauling, et al., 2022; Haumann et al., 2020), and Southern Ocean nat-339

ural variability (Latif et al., 2013; Cabré et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019). Whether the340

recent SO cooling was driven by historical forcings or simply reflects natural variabil-341

ity has important implications for SST trends in the near future. Accurately constrain-342

ing future projections of Antarctic climate change thus requires a better understanding343

of the causes of the recent multi-decadal Southern Ocean SST trends.344
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Key Points:9

• Austral summer SAM variability affects Southern Ocean SST only on seasonal to10

interannual timescales11

• The short-term SAM-SST relationship makes little contribution to the observed12

multi-decadal Southern Ocean SST trends13

• GCMs capture the observed seasonal SAM-SST relationship and yet fail to sim-14

ulate the observed long-term SO cooling15
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Abstract16

Over recent decades, the Southern Ocean (SO) has experienced multi-decadal surface17

cooling despite global warming. Earlier studies have proposed that recent SO cooling has18

been caused by the strengthening of surface westerlies associated with a positive trend19

of the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) forced by ozone depletion. Here we revisit this20

hypothesis by examining the relationships between the SAM, zonal winds and SO sea-21

surface temperature (SST). Using a low-frequency component analysis, we show that while22

positive SAM anomalies can induce SST cooling as previously found, this seasonal-to-23

interannual modulation makes only a small contribution to the observed long-term SO24

cooling. Global climate models well capture the observed interannual SAM-SST relation-25

ship, and yet generally fail to simulate the observed multi-decadal SO cooling. The forced26

SAM trend in recent decades is thus unlikely the main cause of the observed SO cool-27

ing, pointing to a limited role of the Antarctic ozone hole.28

Plain Language Summary29

Under increased greenhouse gases, the Southern Ocean sea-surface temperatures30

have cooled over the recent several decades. The cause of Southern Ocean cooling re-31

mains a puzzling feature of recent climate change. Earlier studies have proposed that32

this multi-decadal cooling in the Southern Ocean has arisen in part from the strength-33

ening of surface winds associated with a positive trend in a mode of climate variability34

know as the Southern Annular Mode (SAM). Here we employ a new statistical method35

to examine this proposed relationship in both observations and climate models. We found36

that SAM variability only changes Southern Ocean surface temperature on short-term37

timescales and makes little contribution to observed long-term trends. Our results thus38

suggest the SAM trend, via the strengthening of circumpolar westerlies, is unlikely the39

main cause of the observed long-term Southern Ocean cooling.40

1 Introduction41

Unlike the Arctic, the Southern Ocean has experienced substantial cooling in re-42

cent decades, following an earlier warming period from the 1950s to 1980s (Fig. 1a). This43

multi-decadal surface cooling over the Southern Ocean has been accompanied by anoma-44

lous surface freshening, sub-surface warming, and an expansion of sea ice around Antarc-45

tica (Fan et al., 2014; De Lavergne et al., 2014; Armour et al., 2016; Parkinson, 2019;46

Roach et al., 2020), all of which remain puzzling features of the observed climate change47

in the Southern Hemisphere. Apart from its local impacts, Southern Ocean surface cool-48

ing has been found to have remote effects on the pattern of tropical surface warming (Hwang49

et al., 2017; Dong, Armour, et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2022), tropical atmospheric circu-50

lation (Kang et al., 2020, 2023), and estimates of the global warming rate and climate51

sensitivity (Dong, Pauling, et al., 2022).52

Despite its broad impacts on both the local and global climate, the observed South-53

ern Ocean SST trend remains poorly simulated by global climate models (GCMs) (Fig.54

1c). GCM initial-condition large ensembles (Deser et al., 2020) generally produce too55

strong SO surface warming over recent decades (Wills et al., 2022), along with too weak56

surface freshening and positive trends in Antarctic sea-ice extent (Roach et al., 2020).57

These model deficiencies over the historical period thus call into question the reliabil-58

ity of model projections of future Antarctic climate change.59

Several hypotheses have been put forward to explain the observed multi-decadal60

SO cooling, including SO natural variability driven by ocean convection (Polvani & Smith,61

2013; Latif et al., 2013; Cabré et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019), freshwater input from Antarc-62

tic ice-sheet melt (Rye et al., 2020; Pauling et al., 2016; Bintanja et al., 2013; Purich et63

al., 2018; Purich & England, 2023) or from increased equatorward sea-ice melt (Haumann64
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et al., 2020). These hypotheses, however, are mostly built on modeling evidence, and are65

thus potentially subject to model biases. An alternative hypothesis is that the observed66

SO cooling trends may be driven by trends in surface westerlies via the Southern An-67

nular Mode (SAM) through northward Ekman transport (Hall & Visbeck, 2002; Lefeb-68

vre et al., 2004; Gupta & England, 2006; Ferreira et al., 2015). It has been robustly ob-69

served that the surface westerlies have strengthened and shifted poleward, associated with70

the positive trend in the austral-summer (DJF) SAM over the second half of the 20th71

century (Thompson & Solomon, 2002; G. J. Marshall, 2003) (also Fig. 1b). This trend72

in SAM has been in large part attributed to stratospheric ozone depletion (Polvani et73

al., 2011; Previdi & Polvani, 2014; Banerjee et al., 2020). The observed SAM trend is74

generally well captured in GCM simulations (Fig. 1d) (Waugh et al., 2020).75

To link SST variability to SAM variability, Doddridge and Marshall (2017) carried76

out an observational study and reported a robust interannual relationship between the77

SAM and SO SST. Their results show that positive SAM anomalies in the austral sum-78

mer lead to anomalous cold SST persisting to the following autumn, suggesting a pos-79

sible contribution of ozone depletion to SO cooling. On the modeling side, the SAM-SST80

connection on multi-decadal time scales was supported by idealized model simulations81

with abrupt SAM or ozone forcing (e.g., Ferreira et al., 2015; Kostov et al., 2018; Seviour82

et al., 2016). Early “step-like” forcing experiments showed a two-time-scale feature of83

the SO SST response to wind/SAM anomalies – a fast time-scale SST cooling response84

driven by the northward Ekman transport of surface waters and a slow time-scale SST85

warming response driven by the upwelling of warmer waters from below. Although a com-86

prehensive study of such idealized experiments showed a very weak relationship between87

SAM and SST cooling on decadal time scales (Seviour et al., 2019), the appeal of a sim-88

ple physical mechanism, the observed interannual modulation of SO SST by the SAM89

– and thus the Antarctic ozone hole – remains popular as a potential explanation of the90

multi-decadal cooling trends in the SO (Hartmann, 2022).91

On the other hand, the causal relationship between SO SST trends and SAM/wind92

trends is at odds with several studies which have suggested that stratospheric ozone de-93

pletion causes surface warming, not cooling, on multi-decadal time scale. Unlike the ide-94

alized abrupt-forcing simulations that show a “fast” SO cooling response, GCM simu-95

lations with realistic transient or time-averaged ozone forcing robustly simulate a SO warm-96

ing response along with Antarctic sea-ice melting (Sigmond & Fyfe, 2014; Bitz & Polvani,97

2012; Smith et al., 2012; Landrum et al., 2017). Additionally, a recent study by Polvani98

et al. (2021) re-examined the relationship between the SAM and Antarctic sea-ice ex-99

tent (SIE) in observations and GCMs. They found that the interannual SAM modula-100

tion of Antarctic SIE only explains a small fraction of the year-to-year SIE variability,101

and thus does not account for multi-decadal SIE trends. These studies collectively sug-102

gest that SAM variability, associated with the ozone hole, is unlikely to be the main driver103

of the observed long-term trends in SO SST and Antarctic SIE, contradicting the con-104

clusion of the idealized modeling studies.105

Motivated by these discrepancies in previous findings, we aim to address two ques-106

tions in this study: (i) Can GCMs simulate the observed interannual relationship between107

the SAM and SO SST? (ii) To what extent does the interannual SAM modulation of SO108

SST contribute to the multi-decadal cooling trends in observations?109

2 Interannual SAM modulation of Southern Ocean SST110

In this section, we first repeat the analysis in Doddridge and Marshall (2017) (here-111

after “DM2017”) and Polvani et al. (2021) to re-examine the interannual SAM-SST re-112

lationship in both observations and GCMs. By comparing the results between observa-113

tions and models, we assess whether model biases in long-term SO SST trends stem in114

part from model biases in the short-term SAM-SST modulation.115
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Figure 1. Observed and modeled Southern Ocean SST and SAM. (a – b) the observed

annual-mean Southern Ocean SST and the DJF SAM index over 1950–2022. Black thicker lines

denote 10-year running means. (c-d) the Southern Ocean SST trends and the SAM trend over

1979–2022 in observations (black line) and model large-ensembles. Circles denote each individual

ensemble member; diamonds denote ensemble mean.
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2.1 Data116

For observations, we use SST from the NOAA Extended Reconstruction Sea Sur-117

face Temperature version 5 (ERSSTv5) dataset (Huang et al., 2017) and sea-level pres-118

sure (SLP) from the ERA5 Reanalysis dataset (Hersbach et al., 2020), both over the pe-119

riod of 1950–2022. For models, we use SST and SLP from 10 CMIP5 and CMIP6 mod-120

els, including 5 models participated in multi-model large-ensemble project (Deser et al.,121

2020) and 5 CMIP6 models that have large ensembles (>10 members) of historical and122

SSP simulations. The main difference between the CMIP5 and CMIP6 ensembles is that123

the historical simulations extend to 2005 for CMIP5 but to 2014 for CMIP6. Thus, for124

the period up until 2022, we use RCP8.5 scenario for CMIP5 models and SSP245 or SSP370125

scenario for CMIP6 models (see Table S1). Because forcing scenarios share similar tra-126

jectories early on in the 21st century, we expect this to cause little variation across model127

ensembles (Lehner et al., 2020).128

We compute the SO SST index as the spatial average of the SST over 50◦S – 70◦S129

following DM2017. The DJF seasonal-mean SAM index is computed as the difference130

between zonal-mean SLP at 45◦S and 60◦S, normalized by the 1971-2000 average, fol-131

lowing G. J. Marshall (2003). We focus on DJF SAM because the recent SAM trend is132

only significant in DJF (Swart & Fyfe, 2012; Waugh et al., 2020) and has been robustly133

attributed to stratospheric ozone depletion (Polvani et al., 2011; Banerjee et al., 2020).134

For both observations and GCM outputs, we remove the linear trend in DJF SAM and135

monthly SO SST timeseries over the entire period 1950–2022, before we perform the re-136

gression analysis.137

2.2 Results138

We begin with SO SST regressions against DJF SAM in observations, to examine139

whether DJF SAM anomalies are followed by anomalous SO SST. That is, we regress140

the timeseries of the DJF SAM index onto SO SST in every calendar month, ranging from141

the same year’s December to next year’s November. Fig. 2 clearly shows that positive142

DJF SAM anomalies lead to SO SST cooling, which peaks in the same season (DJF) and143

gradually weakens in the following two seasons before eventually vanishing at the end144

of the year. This independently confirms the findings of DM2017, who showed that the145

SAM impact on SO SST (derived from a shorter time period of 1981–2017 in that study)146

is highly seasonal and does not persist over a year. Furthermore, our analysis reveals that147

the annually-averaged SST anomaly following a unit of positive SAM is only -0.05 K (Fig.148

2a) and the portion of SST variance explained (r2) is merely 0.2 (Fig. 2b). Therefore,149

while positive SAM can indeed lead to SO SST cooling, we emphasize that this mod-150

ulation occurs only on a seasonal timescale and can barely sustain at interannual or longer151

timescales. A similar result was reported by Polvani et al. (2021) for the DJF SAM mod-152

ulation of Antarctic SIE.153

Next, we repeat this regression analysis with model large ensembles. Perhaps sur-154

prisingly, models well reproduce the observed relationship between the DJF SAM and155

monthly SO SST (Fig. 2a, b grey lines), despite failing to simulate multi-decadal SO cool-156

ing (Fig. 1c). In fact, the multi-model mean regression even overestimates the maximum157

DJF SO SST cooling response and accounts for a higher SO SST variance (higher r2)(also158

see Fig. S1 and S2 for individual models).159

To further investigate how the SAM modulation of SO SST impacts model-simulated160

long-term SST trends, we separate all model ensemble members (365 in total) into two161

groups: one consisting of all the members that simulate a negative trend of SO SST over162

1979–2022 (35 members, blue lines in Fig. 2) and the other consisting of the rest of mem-163

bers (330 members, orange lines in Fig. 2). Although the ensemble members that can164

simulate the long-term SO cooling all produce a stronger SST cooling response to SAM,165

the members that fail to simulate the long-term cooling are also able to capture or even166
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Figure 2. Regressions of monthly Southern Ocean SST (starting from DJF) onto same year’s

DJF SAM. (a-c) regression coefficient; (b-d) r2 values of the regressions. Observations are shown

in black, multi-model multi-ensemble means in grey, the ensemble members that simulate a nega-

tive SO SST trend over 1979–2022 (“cooling members”) in blue, and the members that simulate

a positive SO SST trend (“warming members”) in in orange. All shadings denote one standard

deviation across ensemble members.

overestimate the observed SST response to SAM. These results suggest that correctly167

simulating the seasonal-to-interannual SAM modulation of SO SST does not guarantee168

the model’s performance on multi-decadal SO SST trends, implying that short-term and169

long-term SST variability may be caused by different processes in models.170

3 Low-frequency variability in the Southern Ocean171

In the previous section, we have shown that in both observations and models the172

SO SST cooling response to positive SAM anomalies only occurs in the same and fol-173

lowing seasons. This raises a key question: Given the observed long-term SAM trend,174

to what extent does the short-term SAM-SST relationship contribute to the observed175

long-term SO cooling?176

In the case of Antarctic SIE, Polvani et al. (2021) addressed this question by com-177

paring the actual SIE trend in observation with the estimate based on the SAM-SIE re-178

gression. They found that the long-term SAM-regressed SIE trend is much smaller than179

the actual SIE trend, suggesting that the SAM is not the major driver of the observed180

long-term SIE trend. We performed the same analysis for the SO SST and found a sim-181

ilar result: the SAM-regressed annual-mean SO SST trend (1979–2022) is only 40% of182

the actual SO SST trend. However, such an analysis using the zonal-mean SAM index183

may overlook the spatial heterogeneity in the variability of winds and SST, and the re-184

constructed SST trend may also be sensitive to the time period selected (an issue reported185

by Polvani et al. 2021). Therefore, in this section, we revisit this question by employ-186

ing a novel statistical method called low-frequency component analysis (LFCA; Wills et187
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al., 2018), to identify modes of low-frequency variability in observed zonal winds and the188

SST changes associated with them.189

3.1 LFCA method190

LFCA (Wills et al., 2018) is a relatively new statistical technique – similar to the191

conventional principal component analysis – to compute a linear combination of empir-192

ical orthogonal functions (EOFs). LFCA maximizes the ratio of low-pass filtered vari-193

ance to total variance, such that it isolates leading modes of low-frequency variability194

and extracts physically-based modes in spatial-temporal signals in climate fields. It has195

been applied to examine a wide range of climate quantities, including variability in global196

SST anomalies (Wills et al., 2022), Atlantic ocean heat transport (Oldenburg et al., 2021),197

and Arctic and Antarctic sea-ice concentration (Dörr et al., 2023; Bonan et al., 2023).198

There are several advantages of using LFCA to investigate the relationship between199

long-term SAM and SST. First, it helps separate low-frequency (decadal to multi-decadal)200

and high-frequency (interannual) variability in SAM, allowing us to isolate the long-term201

contribution of SAM to SST trends. Second, instead of directly using the simpler zonal-202

mean SAM timeseries, we apply LFCA to the observed zonal winds at 850 hPa at each203

latitude and longitude and find the timeseries associated with the leading mode of wind204

variability. This gives us a more complete understanding of the relationship between winds205

and SST as it accounts for spatial variability of winds and SST. This is important be-206

cause several recent studies have pointed out the non-zonal feature of the observed SAM-207

associated wind changes (Waugh et al., 2020) and its zonally asymmetric impacts on SO208

and remote SSTs (Dong, Armour, et al., 2022).209

Our analysis uses the observed zonal winds at 850 hPa (U850) from the ERA5 Re-210

analysis dataset (Hersbach et al., 2020). As with the SAM index analyzed in section 2,211

we consider DJF U850 over 1950–2022. We apply LFCA to the observed U850 only over212

40◦S – 80◦S, to avoid variability associated with tropical winds. Our LFCA uses a 15-213

year cutoff low-pass filter to isolate low-frequency variability, and we retain the 5 lead-214

ing EOFs, which account for 77% of the total U850 variability (we find that increasing215

the number of EOFs does not lead to substantially more variance explained). The LFCA216

results remain the same regardless we choose a low-pass filter of 10 year, 15 year or 20217

year (compare Fig. S3 to Fig. 3).218

3.2 LFCA results219

First, let us consider the leading anomaly patterns (i.e., low-frequency patterns,220

LFPs) and their associated timeseries (i.e., low-frequency components, LFCs) obtained221

by applying LFCA to the observed DJF U850 over the Southern Ocean. The first 5 LFPs222

and LFCs are shown in Fig. 3, in the left and right columns, respectively.223

The leading mode (LFP1) features a SAM-like annular pattern of wind strength-224

ening that has increased monotonically from 1970s to 2000s (see LFC1). This is well in225

line with the SAM trend caused by ozone depletion (Banerjee et al., 2020). This mode226

accounts for 58.3% of the low-frequency variance and has the highest signal-to-noise ra-227

tio of 0.4. The next four modes exhibit mostly non-zonal patterns (LFP2-5), where wind228

anomalies are confined to specific ocean sectors. The LFCs associated with LFP2 and229

LFP3 have some decadal-to-multi-decadal variability, while the LFCs associated with230

LFP4 and LFP5 are dominated by interannual variability, consistent with their low signal-231

to-noise ratio.232

Next, we examine the U850 trend pattern (1979–2022) associated with each mode233

by projecting each LFC onto the corresponding LFP of U850 at each grid point over the234

SO. Fig. S4 confirms that the total reconstruction based on the five LFPs (Fig. S4b) well235

reproduces the observed U850 trend pattern (Fig. S4a), which is characterized by a strength-236
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ening of the westerlies at high latitudes in the Southern Ocean. Furthermore, the total237

reconstructed trend pattern remains the same using either the leading five or three LFPs,238

suggesting that LFP 1-3 are the major contributor to the total U850 trends over recent239

decades.240

3.3 Long-term relationship between SO SST and winds241

Having established that the leading modes obtained by LFCA well reproduce the242

observed U850 trend pattern, we next investigate the long-term relationship between U850243

and SO SST by examining how each LFP and LFC influences SST across timescales.244

First, we regress the observed DJF SST over the entire period (1950–2022) at each245

grid box onto the LFC timeseries associated with the three leading wind LFPs, respec-246

tively (Fig. 4 a-c). We focus on DJF SST as our earlier results suggest it is the season247

when the SAM, through surface winds, has the strongest impact on SST. Consistent with248

the SAM-SST regression result (Fig. 2), the wind LFC-SST regression also shows broad249

SST cooling anomalies around Antarctica associated with positive LFC anomalies. How-250

ever, it is interesting that the patterns of SST cooling response do not quite match the251

wind anomaly patterns (compare Fig. 3 and Fig. 4): All three wind LFPs feature pos-252

itive wind anomalies throughout the Southern Ocean (LFP1 even has stronger wind anoma-253

lies in the Atlantic basin than in the Pacific basin), yet their SST cooling responses are254

most significant in the Pacific basin. This mismatch in spatial patterns may give us a255

first hint that the proposed mechanism linking surface winds to SO SST through Ekman256

heat transport may not sufficiently explain the spatial patterns of wind-SST relation-257

ship.258

Second, we estimate the long-term SST trends over the period 1979–2022 based on259

the above linear regression. Specifically, we multiply the regression between each LFC260

and SST at each grid box with the corresponding LFC, and then take the linear trend261

of the reconstructed SST timeseries at each grid box (Fig. 4). Although the LFC-based262

SST trends also occur in the Pacific basin – consistent with observations – one imme-263

diately sees that the magnitudes of wind-driven SST trends are much weaker than that264

observed (cf. Fig. 4 middle row vs. Fig. 4g). Taking a spatial average over the Pacific265

sector of the Southern Ocean where the observed SST cooling is strongest (150◦E – 60◦W,266

50◦S – 70◦S), we obtain an SST trend of -0.98 ◦C/decade from the observation, and SST267

trends of -0.25, -0.14 and -0.02 ◦C/decade from LFC1-3 regressions respectively, which268

altogether account for less than half of the actual SST trend (Fig. 4i). To further illus-269

trate the inability of winds to account for the time-evolution of SO SST, we plot the time-270

series of DJF SO SST anomalies (relative to their climatology) for the observation and271

for the estimates using LFC1-3 regressions (Fig. 4h). Although each of the LFCs con-272

tributes to some SST variability, none of them can produce a multi-decadal SO SST vari-273

ability as strong as the observed timeseries. Even the sum of all three LFC-regression-274

based SO SST timeseries fails to explain the much larger multi-decadal trends in the ob-275

served SO SST.276

Furthermore, our SST trend estimates so far have been focused on DJF, in the same277

season with wind anomalies, so as to capture the strongest wind impacts on SST. We278

also repeated the analysis for annual-mean (instead of DJF only) SST (Fig. S5). The279

annual-mean SST anomalies following a unit of DJF wind LFC changes are even weaker,280

leading to almost negligible wind-driven annual-mean SST trends over recent decades,281

i.e., -0.16 ◦C/decade over 1979–2022 from all three leading-mode regressions, compared282

to -0.9 ◦C/decade of the actual SST trend (Fig. S5j).283

Thus, by projecting SO SST onto the leading modes of observed wind variability,284

we find that although positive DJF wind anomalies can cause some SST cooling in the285

same season, this modulation does not survive more than a few months, and the result-286

ing wind-driven SST cooling is too weak to explain the large multi-decadal trend in the287
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Figure 3. Low-frequency patterns (LFP; right column; unit: m/s) and their associated com-

ponents (LFC; left column; unit: standard deviation) for the observed DJF U850 wind anomalies.

Values in parentheses in the LFC panels denote the low-frequency variance explained by each

mode. R values denote the ratio of low-frequency variance explained to the total variance, repre-

senting the signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 4. (a-c) DJF SST regression map onto LFC1-3 respectively (unit: ◦C/std). Stippling

indicates where linear regression is statistially significant at 95% level. (d-g) DJF SST trend

patterns over 1979–2022 (◦C/decade) estimated from regressions with LFC 1-3 respectively and

ERSSTv5. (i) Timeseries of SO SST anomalies relative to their climatology and (j) SST trends

averaged over the Pacific sector over 1979–2022, from the observation (grey), the regressions with

LFC1-3 respectively (colored), and all three leading LFCs (black).

observed Southern Ocean SST (Fig. 4). Hence, the recent wind strengthening over the288

Southern Ocean is unlikely the key driver of the long-term Southern Ocean cooling.289

4 Summary and Discussion290

In this study, we have re-examined a previously proposed idea that positive SAM291

anomalies in DJF, associated with a strengthening of the circumpolar westerlies, may292

in part explain the observed Southern Ocean cooling (J. Marshall et al., 2014; Ferreira293

et al., 2015; Doddridge & Marshall, 2017; Kostov et al., 2018; Hartmann, 2022). Using294

GCM large-ensembles, we have found that models are able to capture the observed seasonal-295

to-interannual modulation of SO SST by the SAM, regardless of whether they are able296
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to simulate the long-term SO cooling. Focusing on observations, we have shown that al-297

though positive SAM anomalies and positive zonal wind anomalies in DJF can lead to298

some SST cooling anomalies in the same season, this mechanism only operates for a few299

months and does not persist from year to year. These results suggest that the SAM mod-300

ulation of SO SST, via the strengthening of SO westerlies, is too weak to explain the ob-301

served multi-decadal Southern Ocean cooling.302

One novel aspect of our study is that we used a low-frequency component analy-303

sis to isolate trends in SO zonal winds, rather than focusing on trends in the SAM. While304

the SAM index has been widely used as a metric to quantify zonal wind changes in the305

Southern Hemisphere, it only represents zonal-mean features and includes a wide range306

of variabilities from interannual to decadal timescales. Applying LFCA to the observed307

wind anomalies has allowed us to (1) obtain the timeseries (LFCs) of the leading modes308

of wind variability while retaining the spatial pattern of the wind anomalies, and (2) dis-309

entangle low-frequency from high-frequency variability.310

It could be argued that the weak connection between long-term SAM and SST trends311

can be immediately deduced from the SAM and SST timeseries alone. A simple visual312

inspection of their smoothed timeseries (thick curves in Fig. 1a and b, respectively) suf-313

fices to note that the kinks in those curves do not match. The SST cooling starts after314

1980 and persists past 2010, whereas the positive SAM trend starts well before 1970 and315

stops after 2000, as a consequence of the Montreal Protocol (Banerjee et al., 2020). Build-316

ing on this, our new analysis, accounting for spatial-temporal variability, adds additional317

evidence corroborating the inability of the SAM and surface westerlies to explain the re-318

cent multi-decadal SO cooling.319

Understanding the causes of the observed Southern Ocean cooling and biases in320

climate models remains a major challenge. By showing that the SAM-driven SST cool-321

ing is too weak to explain the long-term SO SST trends, our results point to a possibly322

limited role of stratospheric ozone depletion. This finding is also consistent with recent323

modeling evidence that nudging tropospheric wind anomalies around Antarctica towards324

observations in a GCM (CESM1) does not produce significant SO SST cooling over re-325

cent four decades (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2021; Dong, Armour, et al., 2022).326

Thus, the impact of the Antarctic ozone hole on long-term SO SST via the SAM appears327

to be less robust than previously proposed. Even so, there is evidence that the ozone hole328

has caused remote climate impacts on lower latitudes, notably on subtropical precipi-329

tation (Kang et al., 2011; Gonzalez et al., 2014; Wu & Polvani, 2017). The Antarctic ozone330

hole, therefore, may have impacted SST in remote regions (e.g., the tropical Pacific), and331

those impacts could then have been communicated back to the Southern Ocean SST via332

atmospheric teleconnections (Ding et al., 2011; Meehl et al., 2016; Chung et al., 2022;333

Dong, Armour, et al., 2022). Such complex two-way teleconnections, however, remain334

largely unexplored.335

Beyond potential remote impacts from the tropics, other local contributors to the336

recent SO cooling remain plausible, including freshwater input from Antarctic ice-sheet337

melt or more equatorward sea-ice melt (Purich et al., 2018; Bintanja et al., 2013; Rye338

et al., 2020; Dong, Pauling, et al., 2022; Haumann et al., 2020), and Southern Ocean nat-339

ural variability (Latif et al., 2013; Cabré et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019). Whether the340

recent SO cooling was driven by historical forcings or simply reflects natural variabil-341

ity has important implications for SST trends in the near future. Accurately constrain-342

ing future projections of Antarctic climate change thus requires a better understanding343

of the causes of the recent multi-decadal Southern Ocean SST trends.344
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Table S1. Model large-ensemble simulations used in this study

model simulation ensemble number

CanESM2 Historical, rcp8.5 50

CESM1 Historical, rcp8.5 40

GFDL-CM3 Historical, rcp8.5 20

GFDL-ESM2M Historical, rcp8.5 30

MPI-ESM Historical, rcp8.5 100

CanESM5 Historical, ssp245 25

GISS-E2-1-G Historical, ssp370 10

IPSL-CM6A-LR Historical, ssp370 10

MIROC6 Historical, ssp245 50

MIROC-ES2L Historical, ssp245 30
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Figure S1. (a) Coefficients of monthly SST regressions onto DJF SAM for each

individual model large-ensemble. Numbers in the title for each panel denotes the total

number of ensemble members of the model.
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Figure S2. Same as Fig. S1, except for regression r2.
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Figure S3. LFP and LFC results obtained using a cutoff of 10-year (left, a-e) or 20

year (right, f-j)
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Figure S4. DJF U850 trend patterns over 1979-2022 (m/s/decade) from (a) ERA5

Reanalysis, (b, c) the reconstruction using all five LFPs or the leading three LFPs, and

(d-f) the reconstructions using LFP 1-3, respectively.
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Figure S5. Same as Fig. 4, except for annual-mean SST regressions and trends.
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